
Equality Resource: Inclusive Language and 
Inclusive Product Language Playbook

“Language is very powerful. Language does not describe reality. Language creates the reality that it describes.”  - 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Welcome

In this playbook, you will find the tools and resources 
to ensure your content is inclusive of all. We cover the 
importance of using inclusive language, the six 
principles of Inclusive Marketing, the Equality voice 
and tone, and offer inclusive writing and editing tips.  

This is a work-in-progress document and we 
value your input. If you find a term that is not 
included, please submit it here. 

There is immense power in language. It can deepen 
connection, understanding, and trust — or it can 
cause harm, confusion, or create distrust. Whether 
you’re a marketer, writer, engineer, leader, or 
employee — it’s important we are thoughtful about 
the words we use in our products, brand, and day-to-
day conversations. 
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More Resources from the Office of Equality

As storytellers, marketers, product managers, engineers, people leaders, and more — YOU all have the power to positively 
influence the workplace and society with the words you use, the images you use, and the stories you share. As a company, we 
lead with Equality as a core value, and we strive to create a workplace that reflects society, where everyone feels empowered 
to bring their full, authentic selves to work. We all have a role to play in creating an inclusive culture and it begins with the 
language we use, and the actions we take. 

Looking for the Inclusive Product Language Guide? Click  here  to jump to that section. 
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Lead with these Equality Principles

Spotlight: Our Use of Hawaiian Language

In 2019, we made the decision in partnership with our Indigenous Hawaiian employees and their allies to move away from our 
use of Hawaiian language and culture with the exception of three key terms used in specific contexts. Read more here. 

 In an effort to ensure we are leading with our values and driving accountability, we’ve launched an  employee-facing tracker . 
You can submit a program or instance to be added  here . 

Inclusive Language: Terms to Know 

Lead With Empathy

Adopt a Beginner’s Mindset

Make Space Don’t Take Space

Remember Intent vs. Impact 

Recognize We all Have Biases

Summary

What is cultural appropriation?

Why should I avoid Hawaiian words like aloha and mahalo in my emails?

How do I flag a Hawaiian term or mis-used term

When can I use the term ’Ohana?

https://salesforce.quip.com/xegjAthE6PS5
https://quip.com/0nMSAasBB6Mi
https://forms.gle/4r3g5itCGQnjHfxm8


Terms to Know: 
These are terms we commonly use in everyday equality conversations at Salesforce.



A B

Term Definition

Ableism The practices and dominant attitudes in society that devalue and limit the potential of persons with disabilities.

African Diaspora
The African Diaspora is the term commonly used to describe the mass dispersion and resettlement of people from 
Africa during the Transatlantic Slave Trades, from the 1500s to the 1800s. The African Diaspora is the foundation 
of the many different multi-layered cultures we have in our communities as well as the issues the community faces.

Ageism
Ageism is prejudice or discrimination on the grounds of a person’s age. Ageism can cause older people to be 
overlooked for employment, restricted from social services, and stereotyped in the media, ageism marginalizes 
and excludes older people in their communities.(FAQs on Ageism. Source: World Health Organization)

Ally

An ally is an individual who doesn’t identify as someone from an underrepresented, marginalized, or 
disenfranchised group — but seeks to understand the issues that affect these communities and use their platforms 
to create change. 

An active ally goes one step further to support underrepresented communities by leading with action — including 
doing the work to educate themselves, having courageous conversations, speaking up in majority-identity spaces, 
intentionally intervening when they see a bias or microaggressions, drives inclusive business practices and takes 
accountability.

Anti-Semitism Anti-Semitism is hostility or prejudice against Jews as a religious, ethnic, or racial group. Anti-Semitism can take 
many forms from conspiracy theories to outright verbal abuse and physical attacks on individuals or groups.

AAPI
Abbreviation for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. However, when referring to Anti-Asian racism and 
violence – because the attacks impact Asian people around the globe, it can be more inclusive to say “API” 
meaning Asian and Pacific Islanders. 

BAME
BAME is an acronym used in the UK and it stands for "Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic" people. It's a legal term in 
the UK, however avoid using it unless in a legal manner or when reporting representation data. Instead, say 
Ethinic Minority or be specific and share how a person identifies. For example: South East Asian, Black British, etc. 
Read More. 

Black
This is the widely accepted term we use to identify employees who have an affinity to BOLDforce and are of 
African descent. However, it is always good to ask someone how they would like to identify. Some individuals 
prefer African American, some individuals prefer to be identified by their country background.

Black Lives Matter
Black Lives Matter (BLM) is an international activist movement building on the civil rights movement to raise 
awareness around the disproportionate incidents of police brutality and violence against Black people. It’s 
important to note that the statement doesn’t imply that other lives don’t matter — but rather highlights the very real 
and painful issues experienced by the Black community. 

Bamboo Ceiling
This refers to the lack of Asian & Pacific Islander Americans in executive leadership roles due to systemic, cultural, 
and organizational factors such as bias, racism, and stereotyping. The term was coined in 2005 by Jane Hyun in 
Breaking the Bamboo Ceiling: Career Strategies for Asians. 

Caste System 
The caste system in India is a social structure that divides different groups into ranked categories. Members of 
“higher” castes have a greater social status than individuals of a “lower” caste. It divides Hindus into four main 
categories - Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and the Shudras. We need to be mindful of how this shows up in the 
workplace and may lead to bias and discrimination against different caste members. Learn More. 

Cisgender A person whose gender identity conforms to their gender assigned at birth. For example, you are assigned female 
at birth, and identify as a woman. (Note, view  Transgender)

Classism A biased or discriminatory attitude based on distinctions made between social or economic classes.

Colorism Prejudice or discrimination against individuals with a dark skin tone, typically among people of the same ethnic or 
racial group.
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Diverse

Diverse means "differing from one another." Be sure to use “diverse” in the right context. For something to be 
“diverse” it must be a group of more than one person or thing. For example, a “candidate pool” can be diverse, but 
a “candidate” is not. Calling a singular person diverse can "other" them - implying that they are not the "norm" 
when we have conditioned to believe certain communities are the norm or standard.  (Resource: Flowchart to help 
determine if you're using "diverse" correctly.)

Diversity

Diversity is the full range of ways a person can identify. When we say diversity in the workplace, we mean the idea 
that our companies reflect the communities we serve. Diversity has many facets, including race, ethnicity, gender 

or gender identity, age, religious affiliation, ability status, and sexual orientation. It’s not always something we can 
see and measure. It’s important we don’t make assumptions about someone’s identity.

Ethnic Minority
Preferred term to use in EMEA to refer to a group of people who differ in race or color or in national, religious, or 
cultural origin from the majority of the population in the country in which they live. Use when describing a group, 
otherwise, be specific. For example: South Asian. 

Equality
Equality at Salesforce means that we strive to build a world and workplace where everyone has the same access, 
opportunities, and rights. We recognize that this is an aspiration and that we must focus on allyship, equity, and 
widening access to opportunities to get there.

Equity If equality is giving everyone the same opportunity to be successful, equity is about providing people fair 
opportunities, taking into account the different amount of access that various groups have on the path to success. 
At Salesforce, we strive for a world where everyone has equal opportunities to succeed, including promotions, and 
we recognize we must integrate equity in our programs and processes to get there.

Feminism The belief that women should be allowed the same rights, and opportunities as men

Gender Binary Gender binary is the classification of gender into two distinct, opposite, and disconnected forms of masculine and 
feminine, whether by social system or cultural belief.

Gender Equality
The belief that all genders should have equal rights and opportunities. This can be achieved when all genders 
have equal access to equal rights and equal opportunities across all sectors of society, including economic 
participation and decision-making. Gender equality is often used interchangeably with gender equity, but the two 
refer to different, complementary strategies that are needed to reduce gender-based inequities.

Gender Fluid Someone who has a changing or "fluid" gender identity. They do not identify as having a fixed gender.

Gender Orientation / Gender Identity
This refers to ones innermost concept of self as male, female, both, neither, or fluid  – how individuals perceive 
themselves and what they call themselves. One's gender identity can be the same or different from their sex 
assigned at birth.

Gender Queer Someone who does not identify or express their gender within the gender binary. (Might identifies with neither, 
both, or a combination of male and female genders).

Glass Ceiling The term was first coined in 1984 and refers to the invisible barrier that seems to exist in many industries and 
which prevents women from achieving senior positions. (Learn More)

Glass Cliff
The glass cliff, a term first contrived by scholars Michelle Ryan and Alex Haslam in 2005, is a close relative to the 
glass ceiling. The glass cliff metaphor describes what all too frequently happens when women are promoted to 
leadership positions in a company when business performance is notably suffering. (Learn More)

Homophobia Homophobia is a dislike of or prejudice against people who identify as LGBTQ+.

Inclusion At Salesforce, we describe inclusion as creating an environment where everyone feels safe, seen, heard, valued, 
and empowered to succeed—regardless of their identity.

Indigenous
Indigenous peoples, also known as first peoples, aboriginal peoples or native peoples, are ethnic groups who are 
the original settlers of a given region, in contrast to groups that have settled, occupied or colonized the area more 
recently.

Interfaith Cooperative, constructive, and positive interaction between people of different religious traditions (i.e., "faiths") 
and/or spiritual or humanistic beliefs, at both the individual and institutional levels.

Intersectionality 

The interconnected nature of identity such as religion, race, class, sexual orientation, and gender as they apply to 
a given individual or group and the effects of multiple forms of discrimination - also called intersectional 
discrimination - such as religious discrimination, racism, sexism, homophobia, and classism.

This term was coined by was coined by professor Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 to raise awareness around the lack 
of focus on women of color and the issues that disproportionately impacted Black women during the feminst 
movement, and continue to impact them today. 
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Islamophobia
The term refers to indiscriminate negative attitudes or emotions directed at Islam or Muslims. Islamophobia is the 
most used term to describe prejudice, negative sentiments, and hostility toward Islam and Muslims. Islamophobia 
can be based on ideas about Islam as a religion and on ideas about Muslims as a cultural and ethnic group. 
Islamophobic ideas portray Islam and Muslims as an existential threat to non-Muslims. 

Latinx/a/o vs. Hispanic
Hispanic refers to people who speak Spanish natively, or have Spanish-speaking ancestry, while "Latina/o/x" 
refers to one’s cultural or racial identity - which includes Brazilians (who speak Portuguese and not Spanish.) 
Latinx is considered a more gender neutral term, however, there is ongoing dialogue around whether it's the 
preferred term. We partner closely with Latinoforce for their latest guidance and recommendations.

LGBTQ+
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer (An umbrella term. It includes anyone who does not identify with 
societal norms in regards to gender or sexuality.) + (Represents other sexual identities such as pansexual, 
asexual, etc.) Another term used to encompass this community is SOGI, which stands for Sexual Orientation and 
Gender Identity. 

Microaggressions Microaggressions are everyday verbal, nonverbal, and environmental slights, snubs, comments, or insults, 
whether intentional or unintentional which impact or target a person, particularly within an underrepresented 
community. Learn More.

Model Minority Myth The term “model minority” has often been used to refer to a minority group perceived as particularly successful, 
especially in a manner that contrasts with other minority groups. The myth serves as a way to drive a wedge 
between communities of color while minimizing the impact racism has on all of these groups, including 
Asians Learn More.

Minority-Owned Businesses A U.S. federal requirement and reporting term referring to businesses owned by ethnic minorities who are U.S. 
citizens identifying as Asian-Indian, Asian-Pacific, Black, Hispanic/Latinx and Indigenous/Native American. 
Ownership by minority individuals means the business is at least 51% owned by such individuals or, in the case of 
a publicly owned business, at least 51% of the stock is owned by one or more such individuals.

Neurodiverse / Neurodiversity Neurodiversity is the diversity of human minds, the infinite variation in neuorological functioning within humans. 
Neurodiversity is the idea that neurological differences like autism and ADHD are the result of normal, natural 
variation in the human genome.

Neurodivergent Neurodivergent, sometimes abbreviated as ND, means having a brain that functions in ways that diverge 
significantly from the dominant societal standards of “normal.” Neurodivergence includes those who live with 
Dyslexia, Autism, ADHD, Dyspraxia and other neurological conditions.

Neurotypical The word Neurotypical (NT) is the the opposite of Neurodivergent. Neurotypical means being "neurologically 
typical" - within the typical (average) range for human neurology. The term originated in the autistic community, as 
a way to refer to non-autistic people, and is used to describe a person whose neurological development and state 
are typical, conforming to what most people would perceive as normal. People whose neurological development 
is atypical are referred to as "neurodivergent". The term is most freqently used by autistics and people with 
Asperger Syndrome.

Nonbinary A gender identity and experience that embraces a full universe of expressions and ways of being that resonate for 
an individual. It may be an active resistance to binary gender expectations and/or an intentional creation of new 
unbounded ideas of self within the world. For some people who identify as nonbinary, there may be overlap with 
other concepts and identities like gender expansive and gender nonconforming.

Non-traditional background This term refers to candidates and employees who have gained relevant knowledge and experience through 
avenues other than academic degrees. Attending coding bootcamps, serving in the military, starting and raising a 
family, or caring for a sick relative all provide experience that can be valuable in the workplace.

Only-ness The feeling of isolation often described by underrepresented groups, especially in the workplace.

People of Color This refers to anyone who does not identify as white. This includes Black, Latinx, Indigenous, and Asian people. 
This phrase is okay to use but is a very broad term that does not fully acknowledge the very different systemic and 
historical issues that impact specific communities. If you are speaking to a certain community and their unique 
experiences — say that specific community.

Privilege Rights, advantages, or access given to a group of people, relative to the oppression or lack of equal access given 
to another. Privilege is often invisible to those who have it and obvious to those that don't. Discussing privilege is 
not about shame or guilt but rather empathy and awareness. Examples of aspects of identity that can afford 
privilege: Race, Religion, Gender Identity, Sexual Orientation, Class/Wealth, Age, Ability, Physical Attributes, or 
Citizenship Status.

Pronouns

Gender pronouns are words an individual would like others to use when talking to or about them. The most 
commonly used pronouns are “he, him, his” and “she, her, hers.” People who are transgender or gender 
nonconforming may choose to use pronouns that don't conform to binary male/female gender categorizations, 
such as "they, them, theirs." It's a best practice to use gender-neutral pronouns "they, them, theirs" when unsure of 
one's pronouns.  (Learn More)
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Non-Inclusive Language: Terms to Avoid

*Language is constantly evolving and it’s important 
Table of Contents:

Race A race is a grouping of humans based on shared physical or social qualities into categories generally viewed as 
distinct by society. The term was first used to refer to speakers of a common language and then to denote national 
or regional affiliations.

Racism Racism is prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against a person or people on the basis of their 
membership (or perceived membership) in a particular racial or ethno-cultural group, typically one that is a 
minority or marginalized.

Religious Prejudice Religious prejudice is intolerance based on a person’s religious beliefs, practices, or lack thereof. It can leads to 
discrimination and hate crimes targeting faith communities, especially minority faith communities. 
See Islamophobia and Anti-Semitism 

Religious Pluralism Religious pluralism means standing up for another person's beliefs. It's the state of being where every individual in 
a religiously diverse society has the rights, freedoms and safety to worship, or not, according to their conscience.

Sexism Sexism is characterizing by or showing prejudice, stereotyping, or discrimination, typically against women, on the 
basis of sex.

Sexual Orientation This refers to who you’re attracted to and/or want to have relationships with - keeping in mind that not everyone 
wants to be in a relationship and not everyone has an attraction to others. (Not to be confused with Gender 
Orientation / Gender Identity) 

Sinophobia Sinophobia is anti-Chinese sentiment is the fear of or dislike of China, its people, or Chinese culture. It often 
targets Chinese minorities living outside of China. Sinophobia has been heightened in the wake of COVID-19

Stereotype A stereotype is a widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a particular type of person or culture.

Systemic Racism / Institutional Racism
Systemic or institutional racism is a form of racism expressed in the practice of social and political institutions. It is 
reflected in disparities regarding wealth, income, criminal justice, employment, housing, health care, political 
power, and education, among other factors.

Transgender A person whose gender identity does not conform to their gender assigned at birth. For example, you are assigned 
male at birth, but identify as a woman. (Note:  Cisgender) 

Transphobia Transphobia is a range of negative attitudes, feelings or actions toward transgender people or transness in 
general. Make sure to separate out the adjective trans when used when writing about "trans women" or "trans 
men" because TERFs use "transwomen" as a way to denigrate trans women. 

Unconscious bias Unconscious biases are the automatic mental shortcuts we use to process information and make decisions 
quickly. These shortcuts manifest as social stereotypes about certain groups of people that individuals form 
outside their own conscious awareness. Decreasing our unconscious bias is not a one-and-done activity. 
Unconscious bias often leads to microaggressions.

Underrepresented Group (URG) Any group whose representation in an organization doesn’t reflect the general population. For example, women, 
people with disabilities, LGBTQ+ employees, or veterans can all be underrepresented in the workplace.

Underrepresented Minority (URM) Refers to a racial or ethnic group whose representation in an organization is disproportionately lower than their 
representation in the general population. In the U.S., the government definition of underrepresented minorities 
refers to Black, Latinx, and Indigenous and Multiracial employees. This is a reporting term used in institutions such 
as education and business.

Be specific whenever possible and say "Black" or "Indigenous" depending on who you are referring to instead of 
grouping.  Important to note that URM is a term used when reporting representation data - so when we refer to a 
specific person or community, be more specific and say "Black" fo example or "People of Color" if a group. 

Note: Be mindful of how the term "minority" is used. Learn more: Minority 

Queer
Queer is an umbrella term for underrepresented sexual orientations and gender identities who are not 
heterosexual and/or not cisgender. Historically, this term has been used as a slur, but LGBTQ+ activists reclaimed 
this term in the 1980s and it has gained popularity across the community as an inclusive term for all 
underrepresented sexual orientations and gender identities.

Xenophobia Dislike of or prejudice against people from other countries. During times of crisis we sometimes see an increase in 
xenophobia and racism.
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we change with the times. These are our current 
recommendations and are subject to change as the 
English language continues to evolve.

Gender and Sexual Orientation
People with Disabilities
Race and Ethnicity 
Socio and Economic Class language

Please note: The lists below are not exhaustive and we will continue to update with more terms. If you would like to 
submit a term - please fill out this  form . 

GENDER AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Tips and Resources (click for more info)
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Consider whether mentioning gender is needed

Does it add to the story? Do you need to mention it, is it significant?

Avoid using stereotypes and stigmatized gender roles

Be neutral. Do you provide the same kinds of information and descriptions when writing about 
people of different genders?

For example, do you talk about how a woman has work/life balance while working and taking c
of her kids, but not explore the same themes for a man in the same post even though he is als
father? 

Write consistently, regardless of your subject’s gender. For example:

Don’t say: “Professor Smith (title and last name for a man) and Charlie (first name for a 
woman/non-binary) will attend the luncheon.”

Say: “Professor Smith and Professor Jones will attend the luncheon (title and last name for bot

When describing occupations, use gender neutral terms 

For example, instead of waitress or waiter, use server. Instead of actress, use actor. Instead o
mailman, use mail carrier, instead of stewardess, use flight attendant, etc...

Consider pronouns 

Ask for pronouns instead of assuming. Volunteer your own pronouns when introducing yoursel
others - takes the burden off of an individual who may not use he/she pronouns. 

Avoid using the term “preferred pronoun” as it can imply it’s preferred rather than legitimate/real. 
Using this can reinforce the idea that someone's pronouns are a choice rather than what is tru
for them or it's merely a preference and that you can use whatever pronouns you'd like for the

Resources:

 What are personal pronouns and why do they matter 

 The Importance Of Pronoun Communication 

 Why Gender Pronouns Matter (Video) 

 Gender Decoder for Job Ads (Tool) 

 UC Davis LGBTQIA Resource Center 

 GLAAD Media Reference Guide - Terms To Avoid 

A B C

INSTEAD OF* SAY/ WRITE* Explanation 

"Being LGBTQ+ is a "choice" Being LGBTQ+ is an identity, not a choice Common misconception rooted in homophobia
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PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Chairman (of an academic 
department) Chairperson, chair, moderator, discussion leader use chairman only if it is known that the institution has 

established that form as an official title

Female Woman

"Female" is a scientific term that refers to the sex of a 
species that is capable of producing children. The term 
"woman" refers specifically to human beings, while 
"female" could refer to any species. In some cultural 
contexts the term “female” can be seen as 
dehumanizing.

Girl Woman If you're referring to a woman over 18, say "woman"

"Hey guys" Y'all, friends, team, everyone, folks/folx Gender-neutral term (Read More: Huffington Post and 
Vox)

Homosexual Gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, etc.
"Homosexual" has a history of being used by anti-gay 
extremists to suggest that gay people are "sick". Read 
More: GLAAD) 

Homosexual relationship/couple Relationship/ couple Equal treatment for all sexual orientations

Male Man Same as "female" explanation 

Man a project Staff a project, hire personnel, employ staff Gender neutral term

Man-made Handmade, synthetic, artificial Gender neutral term

Manpower Workforce, personnel, workers, human resources Gender neutral term

“Men and women at the event” “Everyone at the event” or "people at the event" "men and women" is not inclusive of our non-binary 
community

Mothering Parenting, nurturing Specify sex only if it is a variable or if sex designation is 
necessary to the discussion

"Passing" (as a trans person) Avoid mentioning appearance or aspects of 
appearance

Can imply you have to look a certain way if you identify 
as a specific gender. (I.e. trans person, nonbinary, 
cisgender, etc...) 

Preferred pronoun Pronoun
Pronouns are not a choice but relate back to Gender 
Orientation / Gender Identity  Learn more:  Gender 
Pronouns

Same sex, opposite sex Same-sex, other sex Not inclusive of the gender spectrum and those who 
identify as Gender Queer

Sexual preference sexual identity/orientation
Sexual orientation is not a choice or a preference, but 
key part of a person’s identity. (Read More: Merriam-
Webster lists ‘sexual preference’ as ‘offensive’.

Transsexual/transvestite/"tranny"/
MTF/FTM Transgender, trans, trans man, trans woman

Outdated terms, transsexual, MTF/FTM implies a 
binary. The outdated view is an individual is born one 
gender and is now another. Gender identity 
(androgynous, transgender, nonbinary, fluid, etc. 
identity) is usually stable throughout life. Some of these 
outdated terms illustrate society's discomfiture with a 
trans identity. 

"What she's trying to say..." Avoid saying this

A common microaggression cited by women in the 
workplace — seen to imply a power dynamic or 
discredit a woman. Instead try saying, “Adding to her 
great point ….” In general, avoid interrupting women 
during meetings, panel ccoversations and in everyday 
interactions.

Woman leader Leader
Don't designate gender unless the text would be 
confusing without it. For example, it is a women's 
leadership conference.
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gendered-language-hey-guys_l_5f21b189c5b6b8cd63b0f331
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https://www.glaad.org/reference/offensive
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Tips and Resources (click for more info)
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Consider whether it’s necessary to share that your subject has a disability. Does it add value to the 
story? Is it an important detail? Include people with disabilities in stories that aren’t explicitly about 
disability.

If so, don’t assume, but ask if an individual is willing to disclose their disability.

Refer to the person first and the disability second. 

For example, People with disabilities, not disabled person, 

Avoid condescending euphemisms

For example: differently-abled, challenged, handi-capable or special are often considered 
condescending. 

Avoid portraying a person with disabilities in a heroic or superhuman manner 

Do not make assumptions by saying a person with a disability is heroic or inspiring because the
are simply living their lives. Stereotypes may raise false expectations that everyone with a 
disability is or should be an inspiration. 

For example: avoid the overuse of terms such as: inspiring, inspiration, role model etc. 

Emphasize abilities, not limitations

Avoid using terms such as afflicted with, victim of, troubled with, suffering from and so on. Such 
expressions convey negative connotations. Instead, refer to the person first, for example: a person w
has (a specific disability).

Avoid using ableist language to indicate progress

crawl, stand, walk, run

Avoid using medical disabilities as a form of colloquialism

For example:  - Let’s move out of a state of paralysis and into a state of high performance. OR  The l
of self-confidence paralyzed him from taking the next step in his career path.

Resources:

 Guidelines for Writing and Referring to People with Disabilities 

 Guidelines for Writing About People With Disabilities 

 Communicating About People with Disabilities 

 4 key tips for reporting on and writing about people with disabilities 

 Some do’s and don’ts when interviewing people with disabilities 

 Disability Language Style Guide 

A B C

INSTEAD OF* SAY/ WRITE* Explanation 

Afflicted with, victim of, troubled 
with, suffering from Person with (insert name) 

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Disabled person; the disabled Person with a disability, people with disabilities
Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Stroke victim/ (blank) victim Person who had a stroke/ Person who had a (term)
Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 
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https://www.reachcils.org/resources/disability/disability-rights/guidelines-writing-and-referring-people-disabilities
https://adata.org/factsheet/ADANN-writing
https://www.ndrn.org/resource/communicating-about-people-with-disabilities/
https://journalistsresource.org/tip-sheets/research/physical-mental-disability-journalism-tips/
https://healthjournalism.org/blog/2017/10/some-dos-and-donts-when-interviewing-people-with-disabilities/
https://ncdj.org/style-guide/


RACE AND ETHNICITY

Differently-abled, challenged or 
special Person with a disability, people with disabilities

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Handicapped people, a crippled 
person Person with a disability, people with disabilities

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Able-bodied, normal, healthy, Non-disabled ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Handicapped parking Accessible parking ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Disabled restroom Accessible restroom ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Normal, healthy, able-bodied, 
whole People without disabilities ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Brain damaged, brain injury 
sufferer Person with a brain injury

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Wheelchair bound wheelchair user, person in a wheelchair ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Crawl, stand, walk, run Avoid this metaphor Metaphor that excludes People with Disabilities

"Let's stand and welcome...." "Stand if you are able or raise your hand" Ableist phrase and excludes People with Disabilities

Hearing impaired Deaf and hard of hearing ADA Guidelines - learn more.

Mental Health

He is bipolar; he is manic-
depressive He has a diagnosis of bipolar disorder; he is living 

with bipolar disorder

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Addict, abuser; junkie Person with substance use disorder; person 
experiencing alcohol/drug problem

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Battling, suffering from an 
addiction Person living with an addiction, person in recovery

Person first language - avoid connecting someone's 
core  identity to their disability. Their disability does not 
define them, hence distinguishing between the two. 

Stayed clean maintained recovery Offensive 

Relapsed had a setback Disempowering 

Daily Standup Meeting Daily Sync/ Daily Meeting "Standup" is ableist language as it excludes people 
living with a disability who may not be able to stand
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Tips and Resources (click for more info)
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Consider whether mentioning someone’s race is needed

Does it add to the story? Do you need to mention it, is it significant?

If mentioning their race adds to the story, be specific

Instead of grouping people together under umbrella terms such as Latinx or Asians, be specific
and say Dominican and Korean or Korean-American. 

Don’t make assumptions: ask how people identify themselves, and be aware of complexities w
racial, ethnic, and religious identities

Understand identity-first vs. person-first language and when to use what

Focus on people first instead of a part of their identity.

To do so, build phrases as follows: enslaved people, not slaves. Say people with disabilities, not disab
people. 

Avoid colloquialism and cliches as they perpetuate bias and racist ideologies. Countless reports sh
us the deeply racist, sexist, and homophobic roots many of these terms stem from. Research what 
the origins of the phrase or term. 

Avoid stereotypes altogether, even if they may appear positive. We don’t want to play into any 
stereotype but instead, focus on the subject of your story as a unique individual

For example: polite Canadians, passionate Italians, hardworking Mexicans.

Resources:

Dos and Don’ts Messaging Guide: Racial Equality & Black American Experience

 Everyday words and phrases that have racist connotations 

 11 Common English Words And Phrases With Racist Origins 

 A Guide to Understanding and Avoiding Cultural Appropriation 

 What Racial Terms You Should Avoid 

 8 Racist Words You Use Every Day 

 Racial Equity Tools Glossary 

A B C

INSTEAD OF* SAY/ WRITE* Explanation 

"Articulate" Avoid saying this

This is a microggression lobbed at people of color. Pointing out how 
well-spoken a person might seem to be a compliment but the 
underlying sentiment, especially when said to someone of color, 
actually reads as one of surprise and can be an offensive. There is a 
longstanding history in the US and around the globe of using literacy 
and language to justify racial segregation or discrimination. Read 
more. 

Brown bag lunch 
(example of colloquialism or a 
cliche)

Lunch and Learn or Info Session

If atttendees are in different timezones and it's not 
around luntchtime, we recommend using "Info 
Session" instead

The term alludes to the “brown paper bag test,” which was historically 
used to judge skin color by certain Black sororities and fraternities. 
(Read More: Seattle bans the term)

black Black

Capitalize Black (Resource) An important recognition of  “an essential 
and shared sense of history, identity and community among people 
who identify as Black, including those in the African diaspora and 
within Africa...The lowercase black is a color, not a person.” -AP Style 
guide

Colored African American, Black, or person of mixed 
heritage. (Ask how the person prefers to identify) An offensive term dating back to Jim Crow laws

Cakewalk
(example of colloquialism or a 
cliche)

Easy or simple
The cakewalk originated as a dance performed by enslaved Black 
people on plantations before the Civil War. Owners held contests in 
which enslaved people competed for a cake.

Chinese menu A variety of options (menu is okay)
This term is sometimes used to describe a variety of options, and is 
considered racists as it puts the culture and cuisine in a negative 
light. 
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https://quip.com/XbF2A00AVhcl
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/06/us/racism-words-phrases-slavery-trnd/index.html
https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/common-racist-words-phrases
https://www.thoughtco.com/cultural-appropriation-and-why-iits-wrong-2834561
https://www.thoughtco.com/avoid-these-five-racial-terms-2834959
https://www.cracked.com/article_16967_8-racist-words-you-use-every-day.html
https://www.racialequitytools.org/glossary#
https://www.rd.com/article/what-are-microaggressions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/theres-more-seattle-brown-bag-racial-controversy-meets-eye-flna6C10836263
https://apnews.com/71386b46dbff8190e71493a763e8f45a
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-the-definition-of-jim-crow-laws-2834618
https://www.google.com/books/edition/Ballroom_Boogie_Shimmy_Sham_Shake/zCSDBjRqC5EC?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=cakewalk+slavery&pg=PA56&printsec=frontcover


Disadvantaged/Inner City/Urban Marginalized/underrepresented/historically 
ignored

These terms are disempowering and have been used negatively. 
Oftentimes people will use these terms as a euphemism for 
Black/Latinx/Indigenous people and they perpetuate harmful 
stereotypes. It also puts the burden of the situation on the person 
rather than the systemic issues. 

Diverse talent/Diverse hire Hire

“Diversity hire” is a pejorative way to describe someone from a 
historically ignored group who is perceived by colleagues to be 
under-qualified and only there because they fill a “quota.” This is a 
harmful way to discuss (potential) coworkers and diminishes their 
capabilities, experience, talents, and hard work. An indication it is a 
microaggression? It isn’t ever used to disparage cisgender white 
males.

Hawaiian terms
Please be mindful of how and when you use 
Hawaiian terms - refer to: Spotlight: Our Use of 
Hawaiian Language

Read More: Spotlight: Our Use of Hawaiian Language

“I don’t see color” Acknowledge our differences
Race is a core part of many peoples’ identities — to say that we don’t 
see race or color can be offensive and invalidating to those who are 
proud of their identity and/or are experiencing discrimination or 
challenges because of the reality of racism.

Indian (when referring to 
Indigenous populations)

Indigenous or First Nation depending on the 
country.

If you know a person's tribal background, consider using Choctaw, 
Navajo, Lumbee, etc., instead of an umbrella term.

Latino Latina/o/x Inclusive of all genders.  Read more: Latinx/a/o vs. Hispanic

Minority

"Underrepresented group" or "historically 
marginalized populations" or "historically ignored"

(If it seems unavoidable to use it, make it specific. 
Add a descriptor and the context. For example, a 
religious minority.)

Minority is often used to describe groups of people who are not part of 
the majority. This term is being phased out because it may imply 
inferiority and because minorities often are not in the numerical 
minority. An alternative might be "historically marginalized 
populations." 

NOTE: We only use "minority" when we say "Underrepresented 
Minority" (URM) which is a legal term in the US. Learn 
more: Underrepresented Minority (URM)

Mulatto
Terms such as biracial, multiracial, multi-ethnic or 
mixed are usually deemed non-offensive, with 
mixed being the most colloquial

Mulatto is an offensive term dating back to racist Jim Crow laws

Non-white Be specific, ie: Black, Latinx, Asian, etc. 
The term denotes or relates to a person whose origin is not 
predominantly European. However, this term can be offensive as it 
treats being white as the default. Instead of using the term, be specific 
and mention the racial and ethinic background of a person. 

Open the Kimono Increase transparency, open the books, open door 
policy

This metaphor means to reveal what is being planned or to share 
important information freely. Similar to ''open the books'' or an "open 
door policy," opening the kimono means revealing the inner workings 
of a project or company to an outside party. However, this term has 
been deemed racist and sexist. 

Peanut gallery 
(example of colloquialism or a 
cliche)

hecklers

First evidenced in the late 1800s, peanut gallery, as we explain in our 
definition above, is “the rearmost and cheapest section of seats in the 
balcony or the uppermost balcony of a theater.”
Apparently, the term takes its name from the people who sat there and 
ate peanuts. These people, who were often poor or Black, became 
stereotyped as rowdy—and this history gives the problematic peanut 
gallery classist and racist undertones.
Beginning in the 1800s, peanut gallery started to spread as a slang 
term for a “source of insignificant criticism” by association with the 
behaviors of the stereotypical occupants of the peanut gallery. (Read 
more)
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https://www.dictionary.com/browse/peanut-gallery


SOCIO AND ECONOMIC CLASS LANGUAGE

"Where are you really from?" or 
"Where's your family from?" or 
"Where were you born?"

Don’t ask. It’s best to avoid questions about 
birthplace unless it has already been established 
by that individual that they were not born in this 
country. Instead, ask yourself, “Why does it 
matter?”

Asking someone, “Where are you from?” can seem like a very 
innocuous question but can quickly turn into a microaggression.

It reduces someone’s identity to a social group, a city, or a culture, and 
that can cause feelings of alienation. Microaggressions can also 
reinforce differences and magnify unequal power structures. 

For those of us who already feel “different” in a given space, being 
asked where we’re from carries implicit assumptions about our race, 
caste, ethnicity, nationality, etc. Often, it translates into: You don’t seem 
to (already) belong here. It validates existing beliefs about social 
identities and can be quite patronizing. For instance, following-up the 
question with, “Oh, of course” or “Yes, you do look like you’re from 
[country]” can force people into categories of race, gender, or 
nationality, without acknowledging the nuances of that person’s 
identity.

“We need more development, 
training, or mentorship for 
women or people of color”

Avoid saying

This is sometime said while having access to training and 
development is important — when we focus solely on this as a 
solution it implies that the blame falls on women and people of color 
rather than the systems and the leaders who can control their 
advancement 

Pow wow Meeting, gathering

A social gathering, ceremony, or celebrations held in different 
Indigenous communities that can be spiritually symbolic in nature, 
involve dancing and regalia, and involve months of planning with 
hundreds of people in attendance. It’s cultural appropriation when a 
non-Indigenous person uses the term outside of the context and 
systematically reinforces settler-colonial oppression.
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A B C

Don't Write Write Explanation 

Drug offender, jailbird Person arrested for a drug violation

Certain groups historically are 
disproportionately impacted by the 
prison system and we need to be 
mindful to not use disempowering 
language. Read more. 

Formerly incarcerated Person returning to society Offensive

Hobo, homeless A person experiencing homelessness, if a 
shorter noun is needed, use unhoused. Person-first language

Impoverished, needy Person experiencing poverty Person-first language

Low and mid-income communities Underserved communities Offensive

Master (ie: Master Deck) Main Deck / Primary Deck

Be mindful of how you use "master" 
given the historical connotations of 
"master and slave" as it perpetuates 
harmful racial hierarchies, 
particularly against the Black 
community. We are also working to 
update this in our technical 
language - learn more.

Poor or poor person
A person experiencing poverty, 
Economically disadvantaged
A person living at or below the poverty line

Person-first language
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Poverty-stricken A person experiencing poverty, 
A person living at or below the poverty line Person-first language

The less fortunate or the unfortunate Economically disadvantaged Classist language
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https://www.thoughtco.com/african-american-men-criminal-justice-system-2834814
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Inclusive Product Language

Making our content and products more inclusive

How to contact us

We’d love to hear from you. Post in the  #Inclusive-Product-Language Slack group .

Who is this Inclusive Product Language for?

This section of the playbook is primarily for content creators and engineers who are responsible for implementing inclusive 
content terminology fixes to our content and products. It’s also for groups who are making terminology decisions; content, 
marketing, and engineering leaders; or anyone curious about the initiative. All are welcome! 

Part One: The Why

Why we’re making terminology changes.

●

●

●

●

●

●

What’s our strategy?

How are terminology decisions made?

What are the latest terminology decisions?

What if I find a noninclusive term?

When are we making changes?

Contacts

Part Two: The How

Instructions for implementing terminology 
changes. 

●

●

●

●

●

●

 How To’s 

General FAQs

Terminology FAQs

File Management FAQs

Tooling FAQs

Other FAQs

https://salesforce-internal.slack.com/archives/C01NYCQ9E04
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAEREVV
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAXq0fz
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACATFrER
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACA7kkgj
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACA6jlFe
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAAfRH3
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAxDAbb
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAUgPTL
https://salesforce.quip.com/5q7bAZsSbcMy#JSUACANmhAA
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACA2Ggmt
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACA0BXW2
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAc8CMJ
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAHHVOv
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro#LAQACAwIFef


Part One: The Why

"We will refine existing language used in 
Salesforce’s websites, documentation, 
products, and code to be more inclusive and 
ethical. As a result, Salesforce will help set 
and uphold an inclusive language standard 
for the technology industry and amplify the 
role of business as a platform for change." 

                                                                  —  Inclusive Product 
Language V2MOM 

What’s our strategy?

Certain words may unintentionally imply or directly communicate noninclusive ideas of bias and discrimination. The meaning 
and impact of words differ depending on the perspectives of the author, speaker, reader, or listener. Meaning also can depend
on context. Our strategy is to create an environment that allows our workforce to be mindful of potentially noninclusive terms 
so we can identify, consciously decide on, and use words that align with our core value of Equality, driving:

●

●

●

Customer Trust, Growth, and Retention: Customers are more likely to trust salesforce and adopt and value our 
products when the language we use is more accessible and inclusive.

Employee Recruiting and Retention: Employees are more likely to join and stay at Salesforce when the language we 
use is accessible and inclusive. 

Broader Community and Societal Impact: By creating these inclusive language changes, we hope to hold up a more 
inclusive standard for the tech industry and positively impact society as well.

See also the  Inclusive Product Language Roadshow , our  30 second promo video , and  Paula Goldman’s presentation at the 
Sept 2020 TMP All hands (min 50:42 ).

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Ex0mu69n1PoRpU0XdD44DKLTqqkBEOdPPr9WJ1m5rVg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lpn161Cyia8adv7-ihapw5x4n4GO6OOfYwyliSvC5ss/edit#slide=id.gd808f59597_0_7463
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crows2fZjdeCD-gKaplndvTLA3H0u9vk/view?usp=sharing
https://secure.video.ibm.com/channel/23697926/video/127983717


0:00 / 0:26

What have we learned so far?

Orlando Lugo, Program Manager on the Inclusive Product Language Taskforce, gave a ten-minute talk in June 2021 on how 
developers can put inclusive language best practices into action to write more inclusive code. 

Key takeaways:

●

●

Avoid using color as a metaphor: We should avoid using color to make value judgements in content and code, since 
color also identifies skin tone and race. Words like “blacklist,” “blackout,” and “brownout” reinforce negative stereotypes 
when used in technical language. 

There’s still lots of work to be done: With the help and commitment of thousands of people across Salesforce, we’ve 
been able to remediate almost all customer facing, non-API instances of 5 of the 6 noninclusive terms we set out to 
change in FY22. We’ll begin to create bugs for the 6th term on our list, “master,” in July 2021, and we’ll need your help 
to change our code and make our products more inclusive. 

Watch Orlando’s talk  here at 23:00 .

How are terminology decisions made?

The Office of Ethical & Humane Use and the Office of Equality established an Inclusive Language Advisory Board (ILAB) to 
guide terminology recommendations. Our goal is to set and uphold an inclusive language standard for Salesforce. We identify 

https://video.ibm.com/channel/24060151/video/m6wqhk


and prioritize language that may perpetuate harm, undervalue groups of people, or unnecessarily create hierarchies for 
people’s differences. 

We leverage our inclusive language criteria and follow our  ILAB Review & Prioritization Process: Inclusive Language Advisory 
Board | Process, Principles & Definitions. And we benchmark against industry standards on inclusive language via publicly 
available information.

We work with top technology leaders to assess the technical accuracy, localization impact, and effort of any suggested 
language replacement.

What are the latest terminology decisions?

Content Warning: The content in the linked document will necessarily engage with noninclusive language that can be 
emotionally and intellectually challenging. 
Finalized: Inclusive Product Language - Replacement Terms 

What if I find a noninclusive term? 

If you identify a term that may be noninclusive, check to see if the term you identified is already in the  Questionable and 
Exclusionary Language Repository and review the list of  noninclusive categories and their definitions .

1.

2.

3.

If the term is already on the list and Approved, then check the status of the project to replace this term at the  Inclusive 
Content Initiative Chatter group. The status is pinned to the top of the Chatter feed. Find out who in your department or 
team is responsible for implementing the replacement term. Coordinate with the person responsible to assist with term 
replacement.

If the term is already on the list and isn’t yet evaluated by the Inclusive Content Board, wait until the term is evaluated. 

If the term isn’t listed in the Questionable and Exclusionary Language Repository, you can submit the new term using 
this  Google Form.

When are we making changes? 

We began changes in FY21 and will continue throughout FY22. See Finalized: Inclusive Product Language - Replacement 
Terms 

Part Two: The How

Content Creators

●

●

How to Fix Master

How to Fix UI Text

Engineers

● How to Fix Code

Testers & Auditors

● How to Perform Ad-Hoc 
Testing

https://salesforce.quip.com/Z0fFAdWVTEgd#SERACATfQOl
https://salesforce.quip.com/bUe4AltWVElW#YKFACA3U5fz
https://quip.com/UMb5ANJh9Nh7#DdQACAxx6Ir
https://salesforce.quip.com/HQtIA7rAzlKy#GJfACATDFEo
https://org62.lightning.force.com/lightning/r/CollaborationGroup/0F93y000000DYOmCAO/view
https://forms.gle/9jFFrBoEvXwjAs718
https://salesforce.quip.com/bUe4AltWVElW#YKFACA3U5fz


● How to Fix Trailhead 
Content

● How to Start a new Audit

        FAQS

How to Fix Master in Content

Edge Cases for Fixing Master in Content

How to Add a Disclaimer for Noninclusive Terms

How to Add a Disclaimer to Trailhead Content

How to Fix Trailhead Content

How to Fix UI Text

How to Reference Noninclusive terms

How to Fix Code (1) - Find Assigned Files in Perforce

How to Fix Code (2) - Find Assigned Files in Git.soma

How to Fix Code in Other Repositories

How to Fix Code (3) - Examine, Remediate, and Update Status for Assigned Files

How to Perform Ad-Hoc Testing

How to Start a New Audit

Current Audits (Content Warning)

General FAQs

Terminology FAQs

File Management FAQs

Tooling FAQs

Other FAQs

https://salesforce.quip.com/HQtIA7rAzlKy#GJfACA4Tlcc


Resources
Contacts

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

@Rob Katz (he/him) - Program Owner, Office 
of Ethical & Humane Use

@Peggy Madani - Technical Program Manager

@Orlando Lugo (he/him) - Terminology Review 
(ILAB) Lead

@Sue Warnke - Content Lead

@Jasper Gries - Localization Advisor

@Brigid Warmerdam - Office of Equality 
Liaison

@Mai Le - DEI editor on Brand Editorial

@Kim Shain & @Kris Harrison - API Strategy

@Christina Zhang - External Listening

TBD - Architect Advisor

TBD - Tooling Advisor

@Paula Goldman and @Joanne Ward - 
Executive Sponsors

Many others listed under  Clouds & Ownership 

Links

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

 Roadshow  |  Paula Goldman at TMP All Hands 
(50:42) 

 Inclusive Product Language Chatter Group 

 Inclusive Product Language V2MOM  |  Ethics by 
Design V2MOM  |  Racial Justice V2MOM 

 Inclusive Product Language Roadshow 

 Form: Identify noninclusive content 

 Questionable or Exclusionary Terminology List 

 News articles 

 Big Impact Post 

 Enterprise Priority Proposal FY21 |  FY22 

 Release Notes Draft 

 Product Language Disclaimers 

 Change Considerations for APIs 

 Benchmarking - Inclusive Language in 
Technology 

 GUS Epic Template 

 Testimonials 

 Phase 1 Remediation Status 

 Salesforce.org Compassionate Language 
guidelines 

Practice Inclusive Marketing

Take the complete  Inclusive Marketing Trailhead module here . Here’s a refresher of the 6 Inclusive Marketing Principles. 

https://salesforce.quip.com/cDFAEAR35mP
https://salesforce.quip.com/fEdAEAH50dG
https://salesforce.quip.com/dNUAEAfyxkd
https://salesforce.quip.com/AEBAEAKdPpV
https://salesforce.quip.com/XENAEAmuiBq
https://salesforce.quip.com/FXNAEAEnsoe
https://salesforce.quip.com/HPLAEAEmkeZ
https://salesforce.quip.com/MRWAEAlILTm
https://salesforce.quip.com/GKBAEA3pGOa
https://salesforce.quip.com/WVfAEACC31F
https://salesforce.quip.com/aCEAEArwNgZ
https://salesforce.quip.com/YXGAEAbHTh7
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kQQj6h2UBKc4B0AFOjFxtbbvpW5IS17Hdp25u3c3hwM/edit#gid=83432572
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OL0mswD7-foAVw71PK2b4yklyLgs4yTq6m24osEbQp4/edit?ts=5f62a79c#slide=id.g9a1c776667_2_0
https://secure.video.ibm.com/channel/23697926/video/127983717
https://org62.lightning.force.com/lightning/r/CollaborationGroup/0F93y000000DYOmCAO/view
https://salesforce.quip.com/avAsAkn9716W
https://salesforce.quip.com/WAztAg6JFoon
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10chS6Z8U4v4VGKMq8_ZvP-VnJETGVeaX/view
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mjjm_qQ1pxzVjgpxvNEe6d-BNtI6vALQS_73-G5Zi2w/edit#slide=id.g47b5028760_0_242
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd3eBiQOe2klFtxs8dQO1Tst84Gz-mDmrTgY87og14I6eh-vg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://salesforce.quip.com/UMb5ANJh9Nh7#DdQACAxx6Ir
https://salesforce.quip.com/DBkbA2RWN4Fo
https://gus.lightning.force.com/lightning/r/0D5B00000193xL4KAI/view
https://salesforce.quip.com/SzBPArD80y27
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hJ9kUVtdbDsCSajti_35-tpN7bx6rYRWkR1MyEvGbxE/edit#heading=h.hy83epfs3r8a
https://confluence.internal.salesforce.com/display/DOCTEAM/Disclaimers
https://salesforce.quip.com/vQ62Ax4vbLtf
https://salesforce.quip.com/2QdvAXbrvJga
https://gus.lightning.force.com/lightning/r/ADM_Epic__c/a3QB0000000U04LMAS/view
https://salesforce.quip.com/K8uSAYET7dgZ
https://salesforce.quip.com/WfHRA3dJ6aRk#UbcACA9VGmY
https://foundation.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#00000000hWLM/a/80000000HnI8/HmHUCPuIT1b97HWt_xXUa7RX4VDC4B3N1IeuNoDYWwA
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/inclusive-marketing-practices?trail_id=champion_workplace_equality


(Caption: Inclusive Marketing Principles. 1. Start with Tone 2. Be Intentional with Language 3. Ensure Representation 4. 
Consider Context 5. Avoid Appropriation 6. Counter-stereotype)

Equality Voice and Tone

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Authentic: Lead with the truth and elevate the uncomfortable stories to create change in the world.

Representation Matters: We use our platform to elevate diverse and luminary leaders from diverse groups: 
Underrepresented Minorities, Women, LGBTQ+, ages, etc.

Serious: We are talking about people's livelihood and equal rights. 

Hopeful: We believe in Equality for All and that our words matter. We use our platform to create positive social change.

Respectful: We don’t put others down to elevate our own perspectives.

Bold: We discuss real issues boldly and authentically.

Humility: We balance our message with humility. We recognize there is more work to be done on the path to equality 

Start with tone

Be intentional with language 

Ensure representation 

Consider context 

Avoid appropriation 

Counter-stereotype



●

for all. 

Empathy: We lead with empathy, seeking to truly understand their perspectives and relay them through our content.

Identifying and Mitigating Bias

MORE RESOURCES FROM THE OFFICE OF EQUALITY

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Equality Resource: Having Courageous Conversations on Microaggressions and Issues of Belonging (For Leaders)

Dos and Don’ts Messaging Guide: Racial Equality & Black American Experience

Unconscious Biases to avoid during the Talent Review and Promotion Process

Inclusive Product Language Playbook in partnership with the Office of Ethical and Humane Use.

 Inclusive Marketing Trailhead Module 

Trailhead:  Equality Trailmix  

Sign up for an Equality training via  Talent Development 

Website:  Equality.com 

Would you like an inclusive review of your content? Submit it  here . 

Found a term not listed here? Submit it  here . We value your input. 

 

How to identify bias?

How to mitigate bias?

70 5053

Brought to you by the Office of Equality and the Office of Ethical and Humane Use

https://salesforce.quip.com/CAVQANC7acir
https://salesforce.quip.com/XbF2A00AVhcl
https://salesforce.quip.com/FriXA6RsaB9L
https://salesforce.quip.com/HQtIA7rAzlKy
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/inclusive-marketing-practices
https://org62.my.trailhead.com/users/bwarmerdam/trailmixes/equality
https://talentdevelopment.force.com/s/email-registration?course=Equality%2BConversations
http://equality.com/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc-pUWNU_9klJMBN6thRP8it8rg0dET8KUV1KgRvXe98udFsw/viewform?gxids=7628
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfCFFUcytqweIyHGICyUeHKBSX9bTZaBQgIKp-wEu7WadTGMA/viewform

